China is crashing. What should
investors do?
The headlines have taken a turn the last few days. Greece was the focus last
week with its default, its “no” vote to the referendum and its potential exit
with the Euro. (We discussed Greece in detail in our market commentary video.
If you haven’t watched it click here.)
This week the focus has been almost all China. We have talked about China
before in this blog and the attempts of the Chinese government to prop up the
stock market. For those unaware of what the government has done and the
result, let’s start the conversation out discussing with a quick review of
the past year and current situation in China.
China the past year and its current situation.
In the past year the Peoples Bank of China (PBOC) launched a program called
“Stock Connect.” This program linked the Shanghai and the Hong Kong markets.
This allowed foreign investors to invest in the local Chinese market through
Hong Kong. It also allowed Chinese citizens the opportunity to invest in
foreign shares by selling their Chinese shares (creating liquidity).
The Chinese government then went on a big marketing campaign pushing Chinese
citizens and foreigners to buy Chinese stocks. This resulted in a huge
increase in Chinese brokerage accounts and a stock market that increased in
value over 100% in the last year. Everyone from the already wealthy to the
cab driver in China made a lot of money on stocks. A lot of these stocks
have no intrinsic value and valuations in the billions. People have taken
margin loans and have levered up looking to take advantage of the euphoria of
the market. (Does the 2000 tech bubble ring a bell?) It was the classic
“euphoria” that Sir. John Templeton warned us about when he said “bull
markets are born on pessimism, grow on skepticism, mature on optimism and die
on euphoria.”
Now the past month the market has been hammered! Down over
market” territory. Those margin loans are now being called
in mass selling no matter the underlying. The same type of
in the 2008 global melt down . . . the snowball is rolling
and it’s getting bigger and bigger!
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To stop the snow ball from getting even bigger, the Chinese government has
taken the following steps:
Banned state-owned companies from selling stocks.
Relaxed margin requirements.
Cracked down on short selling, in some cases stopped it all together.
Delayed new initial public offerings (IPOs).

Announced government plans to buy stocks directly with the government
through state-owned firms.
STOPPED individuals ability to sell stocks.
The Government began purchasing stocks.
Completely halted trading on over 50% of mainland stocks (mostly small
cap stocks).
As a result of these policies (mostly the fact that you can’t sell Chinese
stocks), the Chinese market popped today in a big way. The ETF that tracks
Chinese A-Shares (mainland Chinese companies traded on Chinese exchanges)
ASHR was up almost 19%!
With an understanding of the policies and situation the question now becomes
. . . so what should investors do with China now? Should you jump in after
today’s big move?
What should investors do now?
Stay away! If you have not yet invested in China and are afraid of the
risk of investing in China the best thing you can do is stay away for
now.
Don’t forget stop losses. For those that have been invested in China for
a while then I hope you have utilized stop losses in those investments.
As a matter of full disclosure we have invested in China ETFs for some
of our clients. We used a 25% trailing stop loss which was recently
triggered. Depending on when you bought Chinese ETFs, you may still be
at a profit. The following chart shows how the two main ETFs, ASHR, the
A-shares ETF and the FXI, the H-shares, Hong Kong ETF, have done over
the past year including the recent sell off.

Sell options. The options on China ETF products are extremely juicy. The
volatility index for China is at an all time high (see below courtesy of
V-Lab) trading over 60. To give you a perspective on what that level
means, the S&P 500 volatility index hit 89 at its peak during the 2008
financial crisis. If you are a true contrarian then selling some put
spreads or puts may be in your wheel house. If your an option “trader”
then selling the rips and the dips via spreads may make sense.

Underweight your Emerging Markets allocation. Having an underweight
allocation to the emerging markets has been a wise move for global
investors. Remember that the main ETFs that track the Emerging Markets
have around a 22% allocation to Chinese stocks.
Finally, the last piece of advice I would offer is patience. There will come
a time when Chinese stocks will be worth investing in again. I truly do
believe that as the MSCI makes changes to their benchmarks and China
continues to grow into a developed country, there will be big upside in
China. It’s just waiting for that opportunity to come by being patient.
If you have any questions or concerns about China and how it may impact your
portfolio, feel free to contact us. We would be more than happy to have that
conversation with you.
Successful investing!

